Abstract-In recent years, the Bag-of-visual Words image representation has led to many significant results in visual object recognition and categorization. However, experiments show that the unsupervised clustering of primitive visual features tends to result in the limited discriminative ability of the visual codebook, since it does not take the spatial relationship between visual primitives into consideration. This paper aims at generating descriptive higher-order semantic features, which are extracted from visual word sets clustered by spatial-range mean shift and are a better representation for images. This method first uses mean shift algorithm to cluster visual words for an image from the spatial and color space, then uses FP-growth algorithm to mine the meaningful spatially concurrent groups of visual words in all images and regards the high frequency visual word combinations which can represent parts of objects as semantic features. The experiments on Caltech 101 dataset demonstrate that the proposed higher-order semantic features can achieve good results.
INTRODUCTION
Bag-of-visual Words methods have recently demonstrated impressive levels of performance [1, 2, 3, 4] . The basic idea of these methods is to extract local image features such as interest points [5] or regions [6] , then treat their labels (e.g., the codewords for quantization) as "visual words", and finally represent an image by a "bag of words". However, experimental results of reported work [7, 8, 9] show limited discriminative and descriptive abilities of the codebook, since the process of clustering is performed by the unsupervised learning methods such as K-means, which is simply clustering the local features and disregards the spatial relationship between them. Furthermore, the generation of codebook ignores the spatial relationship between visual words. With limited descriptive power of single visual word, the results of experiments based visual words are still far from satisfactory. Therefore, introducing spatial relations to represent images is a meaningful thing.
Lots of works are committed to probe spatial information between visual words [10, 11, 12] . In [10] correlatons are proposed to construct discriminative object class models. Spatial hierarchy of textons distribution is used in [11] for scene classification. Wu et al. bundle visual words for largescale partial-duplicate web image search [12] . Recent works of [13, 14, 15] achieve good results on constructing higher-order image features from classic visual words. In [13] , Liu et al. use Discrete AdaBoost to combine important feature selection with higher-order feature extraction. Compared to the traditional full search methods, this integrated method avoids exhaustive computation, but whenever selecting a new feature it uses AdaBoost to classify the training data which is a very complicated process. In [14] the authors propose a solution to mine a meaningful visual phrase lexicon from the visual words groups clustered by K-nearest neighborhood, which need pattern summarization and top-down refinement scheme to deal with the redundancy of visual phrases. Visual Synset [15] grouped by visual phrases achieves better discrimination and invariance power compared to the traditional bag of words model. Just like [14] , this method constructs visual phrases through grouping K-nearest neighbor region for each local region. There exists some drawbacks in using K-nearest neighborhood to cluster the visual words: 1. This algorithm does not consider the scale and size of the object; 2. It ignores the density distribution of the visual words and clusters visual words only to K; 3. High computation cost: each visual word is counted repeatedly by its neighborhood. Therefore there exists some redundancies and inaccurate object description in the generation of the visual phrases.
How to exploit the spatial relationship between local features from the object and do not cluster local features which have similar location together over and over again? The proposed method uses spatial-range mean shift [16] to cluster local features for an image both from spatial and appearance information, which ensure aggregation to describe the same object. This algorithm overcomes the three shortcomings of Knearest neighborhood. It has high calculation speed and is not limited to the fixed number of K. Both the location and density distribution of the visual words for an object are considered when clustering. The clustering results i.e. the visual word sets for an image is ensured to describe the same object by this clustering method. On the basis of this clustering result, we can get more semantic features through mining frequent cooccurrent visual words. It can be treated as a task of frequent itemset mining (FIM) [14] . In this paper we explore the FPgrowth algorithm [17] to implement the FIM, as its prefix-tree structure enable it to store and search frequent itemsets in an extremely efficient way, without miss detection. Fig.1 shows the generating flowchart of our semantic features. A codebook is first generated from the interest points extracted from the image database. Then, spatial-range mean shift is used to group the visual words in an image according to the location information of the visual word and color appearance around it. Apply this process to all the images in the database; we can get the group database. The discovery of frequent co-occurring visual word sets can be treated as a task of FIM in the group database [14] . Finally, we explore the FPgrowth algorithm [17] to mine this group database and select the frequent co-occurrence as semantic features. In the following, we will introduce the method for generating semantic features from classic visual words in Section 2 and show some experimental results in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. SEMANTIC FEATURES GENERATION
We view visual words for an image as data points, extract the spatial and color features as their descriptors, and cluster them using spatial-range mean shift algorithm [16] . In this section, we introduce the created process of semantic features in detail. First we briefly review the theory of spatial-range mean shift algorithm and discuss how to use it to cluster visual words considering both location and appearance information in an image, then introduce how to use FP-growth algorithm to mine the semantic features from these clustered visual words sets.
A. Spatial-Range Mean Shift Culstering
Our proposed method extracts the salient regions from an image and computes visual features of regions, i.e. SIFT [5] descriptors, then performs K-means algorithm to generate the visual codebook. When using spatial-range mean shift to cluster visual words for an image, we define the spatial and color appearance feature vector for each visual word as X = [X 
T in the color space, which is computed from the mean of its spatial-nearest pixel-neighbors in a local circle region. According to [16] , Luv space was found satisfactory for image understanding applications. Therefore, we use Luv space whose coordinates are related to the RGB values by nonlinear transformations as color space.
Define a set of L-dimensional feature vectors for visual words in an image: S = {X i , i = ‫,ڮ,1‬ n}, n is the number of visual words in this image. The kernel density of a feature vector X is estimated by,
The radially symmetric kernel is defined as
where c k represents a normalization constant.
The local modes of ˆ( ) K f X can be obtained by settinĝ
, and define the mean shift vector as:
In order to cluster the visual words combining spatial and color values, we use the multivariate kernel with two radially symmetric kernels (e.g., Epanechnikov and Gaussian kernels) to combine spatial and range values 
Thus, g(x) in (2) becomes,
where the bandwidth parameters h s and h r respectively define the spatial and color radius of kernels. Due to our color feature is computed from the mean of its local circle region, we consider Epanechnikov kernel in this paper. For all the visual words in an image, initialize one as a clustering center randomly. Then iterate the mean shift procedure until convergence. We can get the clusters which are closer than h s in the spatial domain and h r in the color domain. Finally assign class labels to clusters and finish the spatial-range mean shift clustering of visual words.
B. Mining Semantic Features Using FP-growth Algorithm
For an image X i , we can get several visual word sets { | 1,2, , }
through spatial-range mean shift clustering, where G j i is defined as
where is the visual word, and i j G is the group for visual words which have near spatial distance and similar color appearance. By processing all the images in the database, we can get a visual word sets database
. Thus, finding the frequently co-occurring visual word sets, i.e. semantic features, can be treated as a frequent itemset mining (FIM) problem. Due to the efficiency of FP-growth algorithm, we use it to search all the frequent itemsets in the database G. If the frequency of a visual word set P is greater than the preestablished number, i.e. freq(P)> T , this set P is regarded as a semantic feature. Finally, all of the visual word sets up to scratch compose the semantic feature dictionary.
III. EXPRIMENT
To evaluate the performance of our higher-order semantic features, we conduct experiments on Caltech 101 database [18] . Each category has 31 to 800 images. Most images are medium resolution, i.e. about 300×300 pixels. The Caltech 101 database contains 102 classes with high diversity. We follow the experimental setup of Cao and Fei-Fei [19] . We select 28 classes of objects among the subset of categories that contain more than 60 images from the Caltech101 to illustrate our results. These categories contain coherent natural "scenes" (like Joshua tree), animals in various kinds of background (like elephant), and delicate artifacts (like watch). For each category, we randomly select 30 images for training and 30 for testing (the same setup as [19] ).
A. Selection for the Length of Codebook
The length of codebook is an important factor for classification. Therefore we have conducts experiments for finding an appropriate length of codebook. We use SIFT descriptors [5] and perform K-means to cluster each training set to form an individual codebook, which consists of 100 and 200 visual words respectively. Then combining all the same length individual codebooks, we can get two different sizes of codebooks: 2800 and 5600.
We examine the performance of the two codebooks by counting the number of each visual word in an image and using the 1-norm SVM algorithm [20] to classify them for the same dataset. 56.3% and 67.6% are the final classification accuracies for 2800 and 5600 respectively. Thus we use the codebook whose length is 5600.
B. Experiment for Mean Shift Clustering
We change images from RGB spaces to Luv spaces and extract the spatial and color appearance feature vector for each visual word as
T is the three-dimensional feature vector computed from the mean of its spatial-nearest pixel-neighbors in a local circle region. In our experiments, Epanechnikov kernel is chosen. As we all know, the bandwidths for mean shift are important factors for clustering. Selections for bandwidths can influence the results of clustering. Therefore we have done experiments to show the results on different bandwidths. In order to observe the effect of bandwidths, the spatial kernel bandwidth is set gradually from 12 to 20, and out of considering about the range of Luv color space the range kernel bandwidth is fixed to be 45. Then use mean shift algorithm to group visual words in an image. Some clustering results can be seen in Fig.2 , where multiple colors are used to show different classes. We can see from Fig.2 that the visual words which are closer both in spatial and color space are clustered together. With the increasing of the spatial kernel bandwidth h s , it can be observed that the total number for a visual word set turns larger. Now the size of the clustered set is not limited by the fixed number and is connected with the two bandwidths. The visual words which come from the same set always describe the same object. If so, it can guarantee the following co-occurring visual word sets (i.e. semantic features) to be more semantic. In our experiments, the spatial and range kernel bandwidths for mean i j k w shift are finally set to be (h s , h r ) = (12, 45) to ensure the generated visual words sets to come from the same object. Considering the total number of training data is small for each category, the frequency threshold value is set to 3. Then FP-growth algorithm is used to mine semantic features from the training data. In our experiment, 26723 semantic features are generated to represent images. Then, we count the number of each semantic feature in an image, and use the 1-norm SVM algorithm [20] to classify them. In the end, classification result is 76.22% and outperforms the state-of-the-art Spatial-LTM method [19] which is 69.4%. The more detail results are presented in Fig.3 . We adopt the Spatial-LTM method as the baseline and also compare to the result of visual words whose length is 5600. From Fig.3 , it can be seen there exists 16 categories which our method is higher than the baseline method. And our proposed semantic features outperform visual words by existing 23 categories higher than the latter. It may be the reason that the number of training data is insufficient, so the semantic features cannot be fully trained. For all this, the experiment results indicate that our proposed semantic features can provide the enhanced descriptive and discriminative ability for image representation.
C. Object Recognition Results

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel method to generate semantic features from visual word sets clustered by spatialrange mean shift. The advantage of using mean shift algorithm is that it not only considers the spatial and color appearance information of visual words but also time-saving. Thus the visual words coming from the same set are guaranteed to describe the same objects. Through using FP-growth algorithm to mine these sets we can get semantic features. The experiment results validate the superiority of the proposed method.
There will be several future works in this direction. For example, we can extend this method to more challenging image datasets, such as fifteen scene categories [21] , which is one of the most complete scene category dataset.
